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Warehouse logistics with ease. Close to the process, closer to the person.
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Transportation and
forklift management
system fully
integrated into SAP

Process-optimised
management
Transports on the right track – in SAP
and in real-time

Movement leads to performance

SLS EasyGuide makes it clear what it’s really all
about – an easily detectable visualisation on the
forklift terminal. The Add-On thereby optimises all
intra-logistical transport processes live and directly
in SAP. This interactions works both with, as well as
without, a warehouse management system. And for
maximum sustainability, the SLS EasyGuide is also
SAP S/4HANA®-ready. Steady. Go!

By using the Add-On, all warehouse stock movements
become visible. Its intelligent prioritisation increases
the performance, reduces errors, and ensures
more booking preciseness. Fully integrated and
providing the driver with all key information,
the system brings transportation management
closer to people.
For ideal, unmistakable processes.

Use resources
better
Simple to use,
simply efficient
Time-saving

Seamless

Practical

Through the smart route
optimisation of transportation processes, routes
are shortened, empty runs
are minimised, and technical
resources are used in
the best possible way.
In this way, the SAP
Add-On increases the
overall performance of
the warehouse – timesaving, secure, up-to-date
and efficient.

A direct integration in SAP
ERP/WM or EWM without
subsystems makes
SLS EasyGuide particularly
safe – and significantly
faster. It handles all of the
important standard functions
for storage, removal and
re-stocking from the moment
it is installed. Manual or rulesbased transport orders are
also possible, even without
LVS – without compromises.

The Add-On guides the
forklift driver safely through
the process – for example
during performance of
the duplicity strategy.
A live visualisation provides
clear, specific instructions.
Its intuitive touchscreen
surface greatly simplifies
the operation –for
consistently simple
transport management.

User interface
Manageable,
distinct, secure.

This is how easy an Add-On can be: the user guidance
is focussed on the essentials – in particular
on the next step.

Large buttons
for secure operation

Fast
process selection

All important
information
at a glance

Using smarter navigation
to get through the
warehouse faster

Technology

For today, for tomorrow – and
even the day after tomorrow
SLS EasyGuide simultaneously supports
current and future systems.
With SAP ERP the here and now is smooth sailing –
and we’re well-prepared for tomorrow, too: fully
SAP S/4HANA®-ready. All forklift movements are
automatically coordinated and optimised in SAP,
regardless of the environment. Because ideal
processes know no barriers.

Technology

Advantages
• Full SAP integration without the middleware

SAP Add-On

• Low administrative effort or expense
• Virtually no translations
• SAP S/4HANA®-ready

• Customer-specific design options due to

Flexible framework

adjustable CSS definitions
• Extension can be programmed without any major
effort or expense

• Comprehensive customisation of GUIs

Own namespace /STC

and processes
• Continuous development
• Lifetime support guaranteed

• Trouble-free, immediate release change

Compatible and ready for release

• Can be installed on all standard mobile devices
• Direct integration in SAP WM and SAP EWM

Additional authorisation control

• Based on SAP standards

• Full control for own maintenance and

Support

further development
• Comprehensive consulting and support

Scope of functionality
Define, organise,
optimise

SAP EasyGuide enables the simultaneous
management of technical resources and
transportation processes.
Based on the definition of storage areas and work
areas, the Add-On organises the orders created and
introduces them into an optimal workflow.

Delivering more than
just the standard
Supports different stacker types
• Weight and volume check
• Usage area
• Manual or semi-automatic forklift movement
• Tugger train

Standard processes
• Easy route optimisation, deadheading
• Task interleaving
• Transport operations on the basis of WM TO
• Manual vehicle operations
• Expanded route optimisation
• Prioritisation of orders

Expanded deliveries
Transport operations on the basis of:
• Reservation and movement of material

in SAP MM
• (Series) Manufacturing orders and production

confirmation in SAP PP
• Maintenance with orders and operations

in SAP PM
• Management of empty containers

About status C
Smarter solutions,
better processes
status C specialises in SAP logistics
consulting and software development. Our offices are located in
Berlin and Cologne. We improve
processes, optimise interfaces, and
increase productivity. Since 2001,
international logistics companies,
suppliers, renowned automotive
corporations, and other manufacturing companies have benefitted
from our clever solutions.

Simplifying work
Our goal of simplifying work is
fundamentally tied to our own
internal organisation. At status C,
al team members have the largest
possible design freedom and –

at the same time – carry mutual
responsibility. The added value:
leaner structures, more efficient
processes and hence more
creative power for designing
intelligent solutions.

shipment as well as the realisation
of complex logistics centres.

Efficiency for logistics
and production
For our customers, this unusual
approach results in exceptional
advantages. We make processes
easier, more direct, faster and
more efficient – thanks to smart
SAP Add-Ons in combination with
a comprehensive range of advisory
and customisation services.
In doing so, status C covers all areas
of logistics: from procurement
to warehousing, production and

Foundation on three pillars: the board of
directors Olaf Siefken, André Bröder and
Andreas Walter (from left to right)

Additional apps for
more efficient logistics

Warehouse system connection

Mobile data collection

Warehouse activity monitor

Direct warehouse system
control from SAP

Simple and secure
warehouse logistics in APP

Cockpit for
full control

Control automated warehouse
systems – in SAP EWM/WM,
without sub-systems. Intelligent
standard processes and an intuitive,
realistic user interface simplify
the operation. Each booking is
simultaneously a command for
the technological process.

Your extremely reduced
interface – optimised for all
end devices – greatly minimises
potential sources of errors. Due
to the complete integration with
– and the direct posting in – SAP,
processes become more stable
and faster.

Ensures process transparency
in order to enable quick, precise
and effective intervention. A
clear depiction of the entire
SAP environment containing all
Add-Ons simplifies the reviewing,
prioritising and the assigning.
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